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WOMEN,	GENDER 	and	FAMILY 	
IN 	CH INESE 	HISTORY 	
GENDER 	RELATIONS	 IN	Ancient 	CHINA: 	 	SOME 	GENERALIZATIONS 	
¢  different	and	separate	social	roles	existed	for	men	and	women	









































“Since we receive our body, hair, and skin from our  parents,	we	do	not	dare	let	it	be	injured	in	any	way.		This	is	the	beginning	of	Cilial	piety.	We	establish		ourselves	and	practice	the	Way,	thereby	perpetuating		our	name	for	future	generations	and	bringing	glory	to		our	parents.	This	is	the	fulCillment	of	Cilial	piety.	Thus		Cilial	piety	begins	with	serving	our	parents,	continues		with	serving	the	ruler,	and	is	completed	by	establishing		
one’s character.” 
Source: “The Classic of Filial Piety,” in Chinese Civilization: A Sourcebook, 2nd Edition,	ed.	Patricia		Buckley	Ebrey	(New	York:	Free	Press,	1993),	 64.	
MORE 	EXCERPTS 	FROM	THE 	CLASS IC 	OF 	FILIAL	PIETY	
“The proper relation between father and son is a  part	of	nature	and	forms	the	principles	which		regulate	the	conduct	of	rulers	and	 ministers.	Parents	give	life	– no	tie	is	stronger	than	this.		Rulers	personally	watch	over	the	people	– no	care		is	greater	than	this.	Therefore	to	love	others		
without first loving one’s parents is to reject virtue.  To	reverence	other	men	without	Cirst	reverencing		
one’s parents is to reject the rules of ritual.” 
Source: “The Classic of Filial Piety,” in Chinese Civilization: A Sourcebook, 2nd Edition,	ed.	Patricia		Buckley	Ebrey	(New	York:	Free	Press,	1993),	 66.	
BOOK 	OF 	FILIAL	PIETY	FOR	WOMEN	
¢  Adaptation	of	Classic	of	Filial	Piety,	by	Tang	 dynasty	female	writer	(ca.	730	 CE)	
 
“Let me comment on the way a woman serves her  husband.	From	the	time	her	hair	is	arranged	and	she		meets	him	[during	the	wedding	ceremony],	she		maintains	the	formality	appropriate	between	an	ofCicial		and	the	ruler.	When	helping	him	wash	or	serving	him		food,	she	maintains	the	reverence	appropriate	between		
father and child.” 










Classic of Filial  
Piety.		Source:	http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1996.479		
Illustration	for	Book of Filial Piety for Women (Source: Greg Smits, “Men and Women in Society,” from online  textbook	Topics	in	Pre-Modern	Chinese	History,	accessed	October	25,	2013.		http://www.personal.psu.edu/faculty/g/j/gjs4/textbooks/PM-China/ch11.htm	
DAOIST 	COSMOLOGY 	AND	GENDER 	ROLES 	
¢  Daoism:	ancient	Chinese	idea	that	following	the	way	(the	dao)	of	nature	and	the	universe	led	to	harmony	
¢  Concepts	originated	as	early	as	6th 	century	BCE	and	further	developed	as	speciCic	school	of 	thought	ca. 	100	BCE	
¢  Yin	and	Yang	


































  Peasants’ dilemma: binding a daughter’s 
foot  increased	her	changes	of	marrying	into	wealth,	but	peasant		families could 







RECAP:	CONSTRUCTION	OF 	GENDER 	ROLES 	 IN	CH INESE 	SOCIETY 	
¢  Chinese	gender	roles	strongly	inCluenced	by	Confucian	ideals	and	beliefs	in	cosmology	
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